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Abstract
Financialization of crude oil and its frequent inclusion into investment portfolios
raise the demand for proper correlation estimates of this commodity and other
financial assets. This thesis particularly examines the co-movement of crude oil
price with prices of four other representatives of commodity market (gasoline,
natural gas, gold and Industrials Index). It contributes to the existing literature
by the results obtained from application of wavelet coherence, which allows
uncovering dynamics of interconnection between commodity prices in time as
well as over different frequencies. Analysis brings many interesting findings
and practical implications. Among others, it specifies the investment horizons
that should be considered to maximize diversification properties of studied
commodities.
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Abstrakt
Financializace ropy a jejı́ časté zařazenı́ do investičnı́ch portfoliı́ vytvářı́ poptávku
po vhodných odhadech korelace této komodity a dalšı́ch finančnı́ch aktiv. Tato
diplomová práce se předevšı́m zabývá společným pohybem ceny ropy a cen čtyř
dalšı́ch zástupců komoditnı́ho trhu (benzı́n, zemnı́ plyn, zlato a Industrials index). Jejı́ hlavnı́m přı́nosem jsou výsledky zı́skané aplikacı́ metody waveletové
koherence, která umožňuje zachycenı́ dynamiky vztahů mezi cenami komodit v
čase a taky přes různé frekvence. Analýza přinášı́ mnoho zajı́mavch poznatků,
které majı́ praktické využitı́. Mimo jiné, specifikuje investičnı́ horizonty, které
maximalizujı́ diverzifikačnı́ vlastnosti zkoumaných komodit.
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3. There is a relationship between energy prices and prices of soft commodities
4. Correlation between energy prices and prices on other commodities is
changing not only in time but also depending on investment horizon.
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1. Standard statistical methods (correlation coefficients) will be used for
initial analysis of data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At the moment there is no such aspect of our life, which does not depend
entirely on oil extraction. The modern world is built on oil. It had been
literally moving force of world economy for many decades and comparable
replacement still cannot be found. Crude oil is also one of the most liquid
and strategically important commodity assets, whose prices are the subject
of intense interest for many various groups of people. Crude oil markets are
continually expanding transforming this commodity from just a physical asset
into sophisticated financial product.
The aim of this thesis is to provide the complex understanding of the role
of crude oil on commodity market. Considering its position in modern economy, it is logical to assume that prices of other commodities will be closely
related to prices of crude oil. We want to know what is the real scale of those
interconnections; how they are changing over time and how they react to external economic shocks. We also want if those relationships are changing upon
condition that different investment horizons are considered.
Interaction between crude oil price and price of each particular commodity has its own unique features. Therefore, we choose four different series to
represent the main parts of commodity market. Namely, we choose gasoline
as primary product of crude oil processing; natural gas as a second most important component of energy market; and gold as a representative of precious
metals. Also we employ Industrials Index to capture the aggregate price of
several commodities, production of which is dependent on crude oil as a source
of energy. The purpose is to demonstrate that in each case not only scale but
also the character of relationship is different.
Correlation between commodities is our main concern. The profound un-
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derstanding of interdependence between commodity prices expressed by correlation coefficient makes it possible for investors to make across-market hedging
decisions and create a balanced portfolio. However, correlation can be highly
dynamic. It can change significantly over time and what is more, also over
different frequencies. Most of research on financial data is performed in time
domain, thus it is very familiar environment and does not need additional
comments. Frequency domain is less popular term, but it is possible to meet
expressions in the literature such as long-term relationship or short-term responses, which describe changes over different frequencies. We want to combine
those two approaches into time-frequency domain, which would bring results
extremely valuable for investors and other decision makers.
We choose the methodology, which is ideally suitable to our goals. We
will show how the image of interdependence between commodities develops as
more and more complicated econometric methods are applied. The most basic
way to find the correlation between time series is to compute the conventional
correlation coefficient for the whole period. Much more information about
the real connection can be obtained by using dynamic methods such as DCCGARCH (Engle 2002), which captures the changes of correlation over time.
However, to produce the output, which can be relevant for investors, traders
and other decision-makers we need to include the investment horizon in our
analysis. This can be realized by applying wavelet analysis tool, namely wavelet
coherence (Torrence & Compo 1998).
Commodity co-movement is a subject of numerous research papers. For
example, Baffes (2007) examines the effect of crude oil prices on the prices
of 35 internationally traded commodities. He finds that most of commodities
exhibit strong response to crude oil prices. Ji & Fan (2012) use GARCH class
models including DCC-GARCH to study the effect of oil price volatility on
non-energy commodity markets. They confirm the core position of crude oil on
commodity market, also describing the changes in interaction mechanism before
and after the crisis. DCC-GARCH was also applied by Le Pen & Sevi (2010) to
study the excess co-movements of commodity prices. Focusing on dynamics of
oil price and precious metal prices, Sari et al. (2010) distinguish between longrun relationship and short-run responses. Significant cointegration relationship
between crude oil and gold was found by Zhang & Wei (2010).
Much attention has been paid specifically to dynamics on energy market.
This research area is particularly interesting for us not only in terms of commodities chosen, but especially in terms of methodology used. Tonn et al.
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(2010) apply wavelet analysis, namely wavelet coherence and wavelet cross bicoherence, to study correlation between the futures prices of natural gas and crude
oil. More complex analysis of energy market is performed by Vácha & Barunı́k
(2012). They study interconnections between main components of energy market in time-frequency domain and find strong dynamics in co-movement across
various investment horizons. Their research has largely formed the basis of
the analysis presented in this thesis. We also find useful references on wavelet
analysis in areas which are not even connected to finance. Good examples are
Torrence & Compo (1998), Torrence & Webster (1999), Lau & Weng (1995).
Even though structural changes in crude oil price development is not the main
subject of this thesis, findings of Cifarelli & Paladino (2009), Fan & Xu (2011),
Kaufmann (2011) and others significantly enriched our analysis.
Great variety of literature both theoretical and practical about the application of wavelets on financial market data only confirms that this method had
a good start in the economic field. However, there is still space for the further applications and new findings. As Ramsay (2002) noticed, wavelets can
be treated as a “lens” that enables the researcher to explore relationships that
previously were unobservable.
There are several indisputable advantages of wavelet analysis approach,
which motivate us to apply it in our research. First of all, it allows us to go
beyond the general statements about long-term or short-term correlation and
to give very precise (up to 1 day) specification of different investment horizons.
Moreover, the method is model-free, which means it does not rely on any
parameters or estimation method. It can be safely applied on both stationary
as well as on non-stationary series. Using wavelet coherence makes it possible
to create sort of visual landscape, which is extremely rich in information. One
plot provides us with evidence on the changes in correlation not only in time but
also in frequency, or investment horizon, allowing to make conclusions which
have wide practical application.
Even though relationships within energy market were already studied using
wavelet analysis, we are not aware of this kind of research in regards to gold and
Industrials index. As our purpose is to get the comprehensive understanding
of position of crude oil on commodity market, we keep both energy and nonenergy markets in our analysis in order to have the opportunity to compare the
results. In our analysis we use recent daily data, which cover the significant
part of financial crisis and allow us to capture the latest changes in the studied
relationships.
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In order to obtain the best results we combine general knowledge about
the studied commodities with advanced econometric techniques and powerful
visualization tools. The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides us
with some institutional background about the studied commodities. Chapter 3
covers the methodology, namely DCC-GARCH and Wavelet analysis. Chapter 4 introduces the empirical results. In Chapter 5 we discuss our findings and
Chapter 6 concludes.

Chapter 2
Institutional Background
The purpose of this chapter is to create a base for future analysis. Each of
the studied commodities is unique and has its own specific characteristics that
should be considered when interpreting the results. Without the proper background even the technically correct application of advanced econometric techniques will not give us the answers we seek for. There are several questions to
be answered in this chapter. What are the specific features of the commodities? What are the factors driving commodity prices? What are the economic
mechanisms making them related to crude oil price?

2.1
2.1.1

Crude oil
Commodity profile

Providing about 35% of the world’s primary energy, crude oil is the most important energy carrier at a global scale.1 All kinds of transport including ships
and aircrafts rely over 90% on oil (EIA 2011). As countries become more industrialized their oil consumption grows along with their economy. What is more,
as no alternative is available, both long-run and short-run price elasticities of
demand for crude oil are very low. This means that high oil prices cannot stop
demand from growing, and the only reason for lower consumption is overall
economy downturn. Oil is also an exhaustible resource, which determines the
rise of oil prices in the long run and makes it attractive investment product.
From supply side The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
1

For comparison, natural gas accounts for 25% and coal accounts for 21% world energy
consumption (EIA 2011)
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(OPEC) is a key player on crude oil market. It comprises 12 countries2 , which
control 81.33% of the world’s proved oil reserves and 34% of its production
(OPEC 2011). Even though self-reported OPEC numbers regarding crude oil
reserves are not always reliable, OPEC has been proved to have great influence
on oil price. Many studies confirm that while oil demand and non-OPEC
supply were inelastic to the changes in price, OPEC decisions on production
quotas had significant and prompt effect (Kaufmann & Ullman (2009), Zhang
& Wei (2010)). Some of the authors, however, highlight, that OPEC can only
influence oil prices in the short run (Radetzki 2012), and long-run evolution
depends on more fundamental factors.

Reserves

266 800 000 000

Source: “World Energy: Electricity, Oil, and Gas” from the Wolfram
Demonstrations Project (Eugene Stenly)3
Figure 2.1: World proved oil reserves in millions of cubic meters
(2008)
Figure 2.1 captures distribution of proved crude oil reserves among countries. List of top 10 countries with largest oil reserves consists mainly of OPEC
members, exceptions are Canada and Russia. It is also sometimes mentioned
in the literature that with exception of Canada OPEC countries are the only
ones who have not reached the Peak oil yet, meaning they can still increase the
2
Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela
3
Full version of project can be found on Wolfram Demonstrations Project web pages.
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rate of petroleum extraction. However, this information can hardly be verified,
as results depend entirely on estimation method.
Another interesting feature of crude oil as commodity is that world oil
markets were gradually unifying into a global market. Prices of crude oils with
different characteristics were moving close to each other and shocks in one
region were transferred into other regions (Fattouh 2010). For this reason, oil
prices can be the aggregation of all kinds of market information, and are likely
to reflect the changes in market forces, including structural characteristics of
market mechanism (Fan & Xu 2011).
New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) is the biggest platform where
energy futures are traded. Its Light Sweet Crude (WTI) is the most liquid
and largest future contract traded on physical commodity. The contract is
considered as the international benchmark for the crude oil pricing.4

2.1.2

Factors driving crude oil price

Factors driving crude oil prices is a broad topic and is a subject of many independent studies. In this section we discuss three groups of factors affecting
crude oil prices, which are most frequently mentioned in literature. This particular classification is borrowed from Fan & Xu (2011), but the same factors
are discussed by many authors, often with emphasis to just one or two of them.
According to Fan & Xu (2011) main drivers of crude oil price are:
• Supply-demand fundamentals, or commodity attribute of crude oil;
• Speculation, or financial attribute of crude oil;
• Extreme events, or political attribute of crude oil.
Most researchers agree that the role of those factors was changing over
time, i.e. there were some structural breaks in crude oil price development.
However, there is no consensus among authors on specific input of each factor,
which causes especially intense debate about reasons for high volatility of oil
prices in recent years. For example, Masters (2008), Cifarelli & Paladino (2009)
and some others argue that speculative attacks had the key role in crude oil
price development since 2000. Analysis of Hamilton (2009) revealed that price
increases were caused by strong global demand and that speculation alone is
4
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not sufficient to explain rapid growth in oil prices. Supply side changes is the
subject of interest of Kaufmann (2011).
In any case, single factor can hardly explain crude oil price development and
especially high volatility in recent years. With evolution of financial markets
driving mechanism has become more complex. Moreover, we should keep in
mind that different factors are responsible for long-term trend and short-term
price fluctuations. For better understanding, let us review each group of factors
in more details.
Supply-demand fundamentals
According to many researchers, supply-demand relationship was the main factor driving oil volatility in 20th century. After Gulf War finished in 1991, prices
of oil were relatively stable for some time, fluctuating around 20$ per barrel.
Small decline caused by Asian economic crisis took place in 1997 - 1999, but
after US economy recovered from 9/11 attacks in 2001, price of oil started to
increase dramatically.
Initially this growth in prices was also attributed to fundamental factors
such as OPEC cuts in production in combination with rise in demand. Global
demand was indeed steadily growing in both developed and developing countries. For example, according to EIA, China showed growth in oil demand of
15% in 2004. However, according to the same source, global world growth in
consumption was gradual throughout the whole examined period and was not
exceeding the growth in production.
Kaufmann (2011) highlights that even though the volume of production
was not changing dramatically, the increase of oil prices could still be caused
by supply side fundamentals. Non-OPEC nations are usually seen as price
takes in oil production, and on the contrary OPEC nations are following some
form of strategic behavior. This means that sudden change in the market share
of OPEC producers could generate a supply shock. According to Kaufmann
(2011) this is exactly what happened in 2004, when a decade period of fast
steady growth in non-OPEC production was over and was compensated by
growth in OPEC production.
Nevertheless, the increase in the price of oil was so rapid and long-lasting,
that analysts admitted there are some additional factors to be considered to
explain such dramatic changes. From this moment attention was gradually
switched to financial component of crude oil price.
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Speculation
Strong world economy of 2003 - 2007 with average world growth rate of almost
5% (IMF) has resulted in excess global liquidity and subsequent boom of financial markets. Many new financial derivatives were created and large amount
of speculative funds were invested into crude oil futures. New actors appeared
on crude oil market, taking long positions on futures contracts not to hedge
the risk of price of physical commodity, but to profit from price fluctuations.
The role of extrapolative expectations in oil price rise was described by Masters
(2008) and empirically confirmed by (Cifarelli & Paladino 2009).
Crude oil markets are showing new features, they are now increasingly interconnected with other financial markets such as exchange rate market, stock
market and futures market (Fan & Xu 2011). Oil is traded globally in US
dollars and is closely linked to its value. Based on this Bhar & Malliaris (2011)
argue that depreciation the US dollar is one of the factors causing the increase
in oil prices, as oil suppliers demanded their compensation for the declining
value of this currency.
Fan & Xu (2011) identifies the “Bubble accumulation” period from March,
2004 to June, 2008, when vast amount of global hedge funds started to pour
money into the energy futures market, which promoted the forming of commodity price bubbles, especially in oil futures market. Despite still fragile
balance, the supply and demand fundamentals did not seem to be important
driving forces affecting crude oil price changes. This is also in line with Kaufmann & Ullman (2009) who assumed that the oil market might have undergone
structural changes in September 2004.
June, 2008 was marked by another structural break. Influenced by the 2008
financial crisis and global liquidity shortage, oil positions were rapidly closed,
investment funds started to withdrew from oil futures markets, and price of
crude oil crashed. During this time, speculation was not driving force of crude
oil prices anymore, and role of economic fundamentals was reestablished.
Extreme and irregular events
Zhang et al. (2009) define extreme events as events which have serious impacts
on crude oil markets lasting several years. Examples are Gulf War of 1990 1991 and recent global economic crisis. Irregular events are defined as events
which have important but short-term effects on crude oil prices, such as hurri-
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Source: various sources, graphical representation by author
Figure 2.2: Selected geopolitical events in crude oil price history
canes, OPEC cuts and increases in production, strike of Petroleum of Venezuela
workers, etc.
Selected geopolitical events contributing into oil price development are captured on Figure 2.2. It can be seen from the Figure 2.2 and it was also confirmed by many authors that extreme and irregular events can be driving forces
of crude oil price fluctuations in both long-term and short-term. Zhang et al.
(2009) also claim that the amount of extreme and irregular events in bigger in
recent years of high crude oil price volatility.

2.2
2.2.1

Gasoline
Commodity profile

Crude oil prices are mostly getting the attention of non-professionals in connection with gasoline. Gasoline prices promptly reflect changes on oil market,
but unlike crude oil they have direct impact on consumer’s daily expenses.
Gasoline, or gas, or petrol, is an important fuel for powering vehicles made by
refining crude oil. Being the largest consumer of gasoline, the US accounts for
about 42% of total world consumption (EIA 2008).
Similar to crude oil, gasoline is traded worldwide and could be expected
to have comparable price around the globe. However, the end price paid by
consumers is the product of interraction of many factors, including the local
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Figure 2.3: Gasoline taxes and average gasoline prices without taxes
in selected countries (2010)
ones. This often leads to differences in prices within the same city, not to
mention different countries. National pricing policy represented by taxes has
significant contribution into the price of gasoline. This point is illustrated on
Figure 2.3, where gasoline taxes and gasoline prices without taxes are captured
for selected industrialized counties. We can see, that Europe and Japan impose
high taxes on gasoline, especially comparing to North America countries. But
if we look at the gasoline prices before tax, they are nearly at the same level.
This implies that US data on gasoline can be a reasonable approximation of
world gasoline price.
Before explaining factors driving variations in gasoline price, let us examine
the key elements that contribute to price of gasoline paid by end consumer.
According to the US Energy Information Administration gasoline cost can be
divided into the following components:
• Distribution & Marketing
• Refining Costs & Profits
• Federal & State Taxes
• Crude oil price
The ratio of those components is changing over time, which is captured on
Figure 2.4. Taxes and marketing costs seem to have relatively stable share in
gasoline prices. Most of variation comes from the crude oil price and refining
costs, at that crude oil remains the main component, increasing its share from
40% in 2000 to 60 - 80% in 2012.
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Figure 2.4: Gasoline components history

2.2.2

Factors driving gasoline price

In case of gasoline, link to crude oil is obvious and does not require extensive
explanation. As a feedstock for gasoline production crude oil accounts for large
share of its price. Therefore, most of the factors contributing to crude oil price
development also affects gasoline prices. However, the reaction of gasoline to
changes in crude oil prices seems to be asymmetric, which is widely discussed
in literature (Borenstein et al. (1997), Radchenko (2005)). This means that
gasoline prices tend follow oil price changes more quickly when oil prices are
rising than when they are falling (Balke et al. 1998).
Other factors driving gasoline prices include processing and distribution
costs, local demand, strength of local currencies, local taxation, the availability
of local sources of gasoline, and changes within petroleum industry such as
mergers. Even if crude oil prices are stable, gasoline prices can fluctuate due
to seasonal demand and local retail station competition. Retail gasoline prices
tend to gradually rise in the spring and peak in late summer when people
drive more, and then drop in the winter. Gasoline prices can change rapidly if
something disrupts the supply of crude oil or if there are problems at refineries
or with delivery pipelines.
During last 10 years taxes accounted on average for 20% of gasoline price in
the US (Figure 2.4), but because they remained relatively stable, it is unlikely
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that they can contribute significantly into gasoline price volatility. However,
in some countries there is a trend to increase fuel taxes and discourage people
from using personal vehicles, which is explained by environmental reasons. For
example, Netherlands are known for one of the highest fuel tax in the world. In
total, according to EIA and OECD data taxes account for 61.84% of gasoline
price in Netherlands (Figure 2.3).

2.3
2.3.1

Natural gas
Commodity profile

Natural gas is the second most important source of energy after crude oil. In
2011 it accounted for 25% of total energy consumption in the US (EIA). The
Energy Information Administration classifies natural gas consumption into four
sectors: residential, commercial, industrial, and electric power (Figure 2.6).
Residential consumers primarily use natural gas for heating, which explains
highly cyclical pattern of consumption with peaks in February. Electric power
is used also for air conditioning, which can be seen from peaks in June.
Natural gas is produced throughout the world with countries of the highest
extraction being Canada, the United States and Russia (Figure 2.5). Limited
volume of international deals prevented the emergence of a global gas market
with a single price as it happened in case of crude oil. First of all, this can be
explained by the fact, that many countries can meet natural gas demand by
domestic production. Also transportation of natural gas is heavily dependent
on pipeline system. Therefore, export and import are limited, natural gas
markets are segmented and its price is largely determined by local domestic
factors.
In 1993 last regulations of natural gas wellhead prices were eliminated in
the US, which allowed the prices to be entirely determined by the market
forces.5 The futures contracts that are traded on the NYMEX are Henry Hub
contracts, meaning they reflect the price of natural gas for physical delivery at
this hub. Being the second-highest volume futures contract in the world based
on physical commodity, it is widely used as US benchmark price for natural
gas.6
5
6

www.naturalgas.org
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Source: “World Energy: Electricity, Oil, and Gas” from the Wolfram
Demonstrations Project (Eugene Stenly)
Figure 2.5: Natural gas production in millions of cubic meters per
year (2008)

2.3.2

Factors driving natural gas price

Researchers agree, that most of the evolution of natural gas prices can be adequately explained by supply-demand relationship. Given low elasticity of both
supply and demand, natural gas price is very sensitive to any deviations from
the equilibrium, which explains it being one of most volatile commodities currently traded in the market. However, according to some authors, natural gas
price increase after 2000 cannot be solely attributed to economic fundamentals.
It is more likely to reflect the emergence of new factors, such as speculation
and perhaps price manipulation (Shapiro & Pham 2006).
Supply-demand fundamentals
Unlike in case of many other commodities, natural gas production cannot be adjusted easily in either direction. To increase the production many steps should
be undertaken before new well is fully functional. This includes obtaining government permits, performing seismic works, drilling wells and connecting them
to pipelines, which can take from 6 month to several years.
Producers also cannot just shut in wells if natural gas prices are low. There
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Figure 2.6: The US natural gas consumption in millions of cubic meters (2001 - 2012)
is a number of technical limitation and economic incentives, basically implying,
that eigher natural gas will be produced today or never.7 Thus, it is challenging
for producers to meet variable demand without major changes in price.
Hurricanes and other severe weather can affect the supply of natural gas.
Active hurricane season can also lead to significant supply disruptions. Katrina
and Rita in 2006 caused natural gas prices hit record highs climbing above $16.
As natural gas is used for central heating, its price development has very strong
seasonal pattern. Unexpected or severe weather conditions is a key factor,
which is mostly responsible for short-term fluctuations of natural gas price.
Due to inability of suppliers to meet short-term increase in demand, prices of
natural gas can increase several times in one or two days.
Economic activity is a major factor influencing natural gas demand in the
long-run. Natural gas is widely used in industrial sector not only for electricity
generation, but also as a feedstock for various products (fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, chemistry). Thus, rise in economy and production generates an increase
in natural gas demand.
7

More information on this topic can be found on Natural Gas Supply Association web
pages.
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Speculation and price manipulation
According to Shapiro & Pham (2006) structure of natural gas market characterized by combination of unregulated prices, industry concentration and the
relative inelasticity of a substantial share of its demand is a good base for
speculative and manipulative trading activities. Such activities can cause the
increase in price, which is not justified by economic fundamentals.
In other words, customers cannot shift to another energy source to reduce
their consumption of natural gas in case of rising prices. Therefore, producers
are free to manipulate prices to increase revenues and maximize their profits.
However, steady and long-lasting increase in natural gas prices became evident
only after 2000, which can be more connected with development of financial
derivatives and speculation activities than price manipulation by producers.
In any case, sharp rise in natural gas prices can be hardly attributed to
economic fundamentals alone. According to Shapiro & Pham (2006) demand,
domestic production and net imports all have remained largely unchanged from
the 1990s. In fact, the economic fundamentals of the natural gas market have
been much less volatile in the years 2000-2006 than in the 1985-1999 period.
This means, that since 2000 natural gas prices are likely to reflect other factors, including the changes in market structure, speculation and perhaps price
manipulation. This conclusion is confirmed by latter research, for example
Costello (2008).

2.3.3

Link to crude oil

Intuitively, one would expect, that crude oil and natural gas are closely interconnected. There are numerous relations between those two commodities
through both supply and demand, as well as through direct linkage on financial
market. However, none of those relationships seems strong enough to maintain
significant interdependence in prices.
First of all, we expect natural gas and crude oil prices to be related because
those commodities are substitutes in consumption and also complements (or
more precisely, rivals) in production. Let us see, what may happen to natural
gas prices in case of increase in oil prices caused by growing demand (based on
Villar & Joutz (2006)):
• Consumers would be motivated to switch to natural gas if possible, increasing demand and thus its prices. However, space for this shift is very
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limited (electric generation, some industrial usages) and such adjustment
naturally takes time.
• If oil production is going to increase, the same would happen to associated
natural gas, which is co-product of oil. This is supposed to push supply
of natural gas up and decrease natural gas prices. Again, associated gas,
which can be found in crude oil reservoirs accounts only for small fraction
from total production.
• As natural gas and oil producers use the same resources (labor, drilling
rigs), increase in oil production will be followed by increase of cost in
those resources for natural gas producers, putting upward pressure on
natural gas prices.
There is also a number of “artificial” direct links between crude oil and
natural gas. Hughes (2011) writes about European trade practice of pricing
natural gas on the basis of oil prices rather than the economic fundamentals.
In the US liquefied natural gas (LNG) contracts used to be indexed on oil
prices, but from recently price is determined by market mechanism.8 Tonn
et al. (2010) also mention that trading with indices of energy futures makes
crude oil and natural gas even more related.
Even though crude oil and natural gas are often mentioned as closely related
in terms of price, the mechanisms of interconnection do not seem convincing.

2.4
2.4.1

Gold
Commodity profile

Unlike other precious metals, gold is a very specific commodity, which presents
many properties of monetary asset. Throughout history officially or unofficially
gold had a function of money. It is still possessing similar characteristics to
money and acts as a store of wealth, medium of exchange and a unit of value.
Even though gold finds wide application in industry, electronics and medicine,
this accounts only for a small fraction of gold demand (about 12%). Jewelry
production holds its position, as the most popular use of gold with 69% of
total gold demand. Nevertheless, more interest is gold’s use as an investment.
8
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Figure 2.7: Composition of gold’s above-ground stocks (end 2006),
supply and demand (2002 - 2006 average)
According to World Gold Council investment accounted for about 19% of total
demand in 2002 - 2006, but it was constantly growing to reach 36% in 2011.
Officially classified as a commodity by the market, gold keeps causing debates about actually being one. Gold is a unique asset because much of the
gold ever mined still exists today. It is not consumed but rather hoarded. The
composition of above-ground stocks was the following in the end of 2006: 52%
was stored as jewelry and pieces of art, governments and investors together
own about 34% and 12% is held in forms such as electronics etc. It also worth
mentioning that 39% of gold supply came from recycled gold (Figure 2.7).
Central banks hold a relatively large proportion of the above-ground stocks
of gold for a number of reasons. First of all, it is diversification and economic
security, as gold maintains its purchasing power. Moreover, gold is a highly
liquid metal; it can be readily bought or sold 24 hours a day at narrow spreads.
Also gold leasing, which can be seen simply as lending money, is a source of
income. Not only institutions, but also individual investors take advantage of
gold’s ability to insure against instability and protect against risk. Traditionally gold has played a significant role during times of political and economic
crises and during equity market crashes. Its significant portfolio diversification
properties are often highlighted in literature (Davidson et al. (2003), Lawrence
(2003), Hillier et al. (2006)). Recent study of Baur & Lucey (2010) shows that
gold is both a hedge against stocks on average and a safe haven in extreme
stock market conditions.
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Factors driving gold price

Factors driving gold price can be summarized into two categories. This division
logically follows from gold possessing characteristics of money on the one hand
and being a safe heaven on the other hand. First of all, gold is reflecting relative
strength of the currency in which it is quoted. For example, the dollar price of
gold may increase more in percentage terms than the sterling price of gold. In
this case most probably price change only reflects the dollar weakness against
sterling, and not an intrinsic change in gold market fundamentals (World Gold
Council). Using gold cash and futures data from the US market over a long
period Tully & Lucey (2007) confirm that the US dollar is the main, indeed
in many cases the sole, macroeconomic variable which influences gold. The
weak US dollar creates arbitrage opportunities for buying gold with stronger
currencies, but those opportunities are quickly eliminated by increase in gold’s
price quoted in dollars.
The depreciation in the dollar may also attract increased interest in gold
as a stable place to invest money. Generally, for many centuries gold played a
special role as a store of value especially in times with political and economic
uncertainties. Investors have a tendency to use gold as risk management tool
and transfer the funds into gold market as a hedge during the economy crisis,
which pushes up gold prices (Fan & Xu 2011). This means that normally
very stable gold prices may react sharply on unexpected changes in economic
situation. Good example is September 11 attacks, when gold price rose in
one day from $271 to $293 per troy ounce. Detailed list of irregular events
contributing into gold price volatility can be found in Appendix A.

2.4.3

Link to crude oil

There are several channels through which crude oil and gold are connected,
and many of them involve US dollar. First of all, as those commodities are
priced in US dollar, the exchange rate is expected to be a link that relates
their prices. When both markets face external influences such as US dollar
depreciation or inflation, there is the information transmission between them,
thus fluctuations in the oil price and gold price are almost coincident (Fan & Xu
2011). Also, increase in oil prices creates pressure on inflation. This enhances
the attractiveness of gold as inflation hedge, increases the demand and pushes
up gold prices. Investment funds may flow between two markets. When risk
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on crude oil market becomes unfavorable, funds can be easily transferred into
gold market to avoid the loss in value (Fan & Xu 2011).
Sari et al. (2010) assume that crude oil and gold can be related because they
are used as hedges by investors and traders, moving from soft assets such as
stocks to physical assets such as oil and the precious metals. Bhar & Malliaris
(2011) use gold as an explanatory variable while estimating crude oil price,
arguing that gold is most sensitive to inflation expectations and therefore can
contribute into crude oil price analysis. It is also sometimes mentioned that
high oil prices can lead to power shortages and affect the production of gold,
which is very energy intensive.
While all the mechanisms of crude oil - gold interaction discussed above
imply the movement of those commodity prices in the same direction, it is
not always the case. Exactly the opposite reaction of two prices was observed
after September 11 attacks. As already mentioned, gold prices spiked by 8%,
which is extreme value for commodity usually showing daily changes measured
in tenths of percent. Crude oil price reaction in terms of daily changes was
not that significant and after the attacks price was moving rather downwards
(Figure 2.2). This means that at certain periods of time, we may as well expect
a negative correlation between gold and crude oil.

2.5
2.5.1

Industrials Index
Composition of Industrials Index

Unlike Baffes (2007) who separately studies the effect of crude oil prices on 35
internationally traded commodities, we choose to use Industrials CRB Index,
which is the most authoritative indicator reflecting commodity price changes.
CRB indices in relation to crude oil were also studied by Ji & Fan (2012), their
analysis, however, was limited to relatively short time period and did not cover
changes in correlation over different investment horizons.
Industrials Index represents prices of 13 commodities (Table 2.1). It is
important, that commodities used are in most cases either raw materials or
products close to the initial production stage. Large volume of standardized
contracts on those commodities is traded every day, which makes them receptive
to any market changes; their prices quickly absorb information on current and
future economic conditions. Because of high fixed cost of production, processed
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commodities do not have this property, which means, their reaction on market
changes is slower.
According to Commodity Research Bureau criteria for the selection of commodities were:
• wide use for further processing (basic);
• freely traded in an open market;
• sensitive to changing conditions significant in those markets;
• sufficiently homogeneous or standardized so that uniform and representative price quotations can be obtained over a period of time.
Industrials Index was designed to include representative sensitive commodities from as large a segment of the economy as possible. Some key commodities
such as crude rubber and tin were included for their importance in international
trade. Sample and structure of the index were optimized in such a way, that
agricultural products are prevented from dominating the movement of the index. The exact calculation of the index is determined by the following formula:
Index = 10a
where
a = (log10 ([01]) + log10 ([HG]) + log10 ([06]) + log10 ([30] × 1.2 + 10) +
+ log10 ([10]) + log10 ([11]) + log10 ([12] × 100) + log10 ([13]) +
+ log10 ([57] × 100) + log10 ([18]) + log10 ([54] − 40) + log10 ([22]) +
+ log10 ([23]) + 4.15495)/13

01
HG
06
30
10

Burlap
Copper Scrap
Cotton
Hides
Lead Scrap

11
12
13
57
18

Print Cloth
Rosin
Rubber
Steel Scrap
Tallow

Table 2.1: Components of Industrials Index

54
22
23

Tin
Wool
Zinc
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Link to crude oil

There is a number of ways in which industrial commodities and crude oil are
related. Most obvious is crude oil being part of aggregate production function
for most of (if not all) the commodities included in Industrials Index. Industrial
production is highly fuel and transport dependent. This is especially true in
case of production of primary metals, where energy is extensively consumed at
all stages, including mining, chemical extraction, and transportation. Crude
oil is not only the energy source, but also direct input in production of such
commodities as synthetic rubber or man-made fabrics.
According to Baffes (2007) crude oil price increases reduce disposable income, which can slow down industrial production and negatively affect the
demand for raw materials and metals, thereby putting downward pressure on
their prices. Even though high oil prices also contribute to higher prices of
industrial commodities through production and transportation costs, Baffes
(2007) argues that in case of raw materials and metals both impacts (i.e. increased production/transportation costs and weak demand) are expected to be
large and thus may offset each other.
On the other hand, increase in rate of industrial production will raise the
demands for many industrial commodities as well as for crude oil, because
these commodities are used as inputs to production (Pindyck & Rotemberg
1988). In other words, crude oil can be considered an industrial commodity
along with whose included in Industrials Index, therefore external factors may
affect their prices in the same way. What is more, CRB Index is confirmed to
react quickly on changes in macroeconomic variables and to provide relevant
information on predicting the direction of inflation, interest rate and industrial
production (Awokuse & Yang 2003). This means that crude oil price and prices
of industrial commodities are connected through expectations about future
market conditions.

Chapter 3
Methodology
In this chapter we concentrate on the technical aspect of the analysis. Our
purpose here is to choose the appropriate methodology, so we can summarize
information about interconnections between commodities in quantitative form.
We extend the framework of our analysis in three steps. First, we calculate the
conventional Pearson correlation coefficient, which describes the relationship
between two series by single number. Second step is DCC-GARCH model,
which allows us to capture the evolution of correlation in time. Last step is
wavelet coherence analysis, which in addition to changes in time also shows
the dynamic for different investment horizons. Using those three methods we
let our understanding of correlation to evolve from single point (PCC) through
time series (DCC-GARCH) to 3D landscape (WTC).

3.1

Pearson correlation coefficient

Developed by Karl Pearson in 1895, Pearson correlation coefficient is most
widely used measure of the strength of linear dependence between two variables
(Rodgers & Nicewander 1988).
For two series X and Y, Pearson correlation coefficient is defined as follows:
ρXY =

E[(X − µX )(Y − µY )]
cov(X, Y )
=
σX σY
σX σY

(3.1)

As PCC measures the strength and direction of a linear relationship between
two variables, it is naturally a subject to certain limitations. To illustrate some
of them, we plot four different data sets, all with the same correlation coefficient
of 0.71 (Figure 3.1).
First of all, PCC is only able to capture the linear part of relationship. For
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Figure 3.1: Four different data sets with correlation coefficient 0.71
example, we can clearly see, that variables on plot 3.1(b) are much more interconnected than ones on plot 3.1(a). However, according to PCC the strength
of relationship is the same. Also, as any linear estimator PCC is very sensitive
to outliers or errors in the observations. On plot 3.1(c) series are perfectly correlated, except of one observation, which lowers correlation coefficient from 1
to 0.71. Oposite case is captured on plot 3.1(d), where true correlation between
variables is 0, but because of two outlying observations PCC returns very high
value.
PCC result can also be misleading because it treats two variables as an
isolated system and does not take into account that they both can be affected
by the same third factor. This means that in case of long price series we will
always get value of PCC close to 1, as both series have the same long term
trend. For this reason we work with returns and not with prices, as return
series are stationary, i.e. have constant mean and volatility.
Situation is also complicated by the fact, that real world financial time series do not have constant correlation, it can significantly vary over time. This
instance and limitations described earlier show that PCC is far from being complete measure of the relationship between two series. However, its computation
requires little effort, so it can be a good starting point for the analysis.

3.2

GARCH analysis

3.2.1

Univariate GARCH

To estimate dynamic conditional correlation, we need to model conditional variance first. One of the typical features of financial time series is that volatility of
returns is not constant over time. Periods of high volatility alternate with periods of low volatility, which is usually described as volatility clustering. What
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is more, those changes are not completely random, volatility seems to follow
autoregressive process, which means that it is dependent on its previous values
and can be modeled.
Autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model was introduced
by Engle (1982) to provide a measure of volatility, which varies in time. A useful generalization of this model is the GARCH parameterization introduced
by Bollerslev (1986). This model is also a weighted average of past squared
residuals but it has declining weights which never go completely to zero (Engle
& Sheppard 2001).
GARCH(p,q) model is specified as follows (Bollerslev 1986):
rt =

ht = ω +

p
X
i=1

p
ht εt

2
αi rt−i

+

(3.2)
q
X

βj ht−j

(3.3)

j=1

where rt is real-valued discrete-time stochastic process (in our case it is
the series of mean-corrected log returns). εt has zero mean and unit variance
and is independent, identically distributed (iid ) random variable. ht is latent
volatility; p ≥ 0 is the number of autoregressive lags or ARCH terms; q > 0 is
the number of moving average lags or GARCH terms.
The model we are going to use in our analysis is GARCH(1,1), which simplifies Equation 3.3 to:
2
ht = ω + αrt−1
+ βht−1

(3.4)

where ω, α and β are parameters to be estimated. For estimates to make
sense the following conditions should be met: α > 0, β > 0, ω > 0 and
α + β < 1. Several cases of GARCH(1,1) process with different values of α + β
are shown on Figure 3.2.

3.2.2

DCC-GARCH

We have already specified univariate GARCH, which is used in DCC-GARCH
model to obtain matrix of conditional variance Dt . We will make another short
digression and describe Constant Conditional Correlation (CCC-) GARCH
introduced by Bollerslev (1990) first. This simplest multivariate correlation
model become the base for many extensions and generalizations and DCC-
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Figure 3.2: Simulated GARCH(1,1) process for various values of α+β
GARCH is one of them. In CCC-GARCH model, the conditional correlation
matrix R is time-invariant. Therefore, conditional covariance matrix Ht can be
written as:
Ht = Dt RDt
1/2

(3.5)

1/2

where Dt = diag(h1t , ..., hN t ) is a diagonal matrix of conditional variances.
Matrix R is positive definite with typical element ρij and ones on the diagonal
(ρij = 1 for i = j). This means that off-diagonal elements of the conditional
covariance matrix Ht are defined as follows:
1/2 1/2

[Ht ]ij = hit hjt ρij , i 6= j

(3.6)

For our special case of two time series matrix Ht looks the following way:
Ht =

h1
√ √
h1 h2 ρ12

!
√ √
h1 h2 ρ12
h2

(3.7)

The conditional variance hit is most often modeled using univariate GARCH,
for the case of multiple series it can be written as:
hit = ωi +

p
X

αik 2i,t−k

+

q
X

βim hi,t−m

(3.8)

m=1

k=1

Although the CCC-GARCH model is in many respects an attractive parameterization, for our purposes the assumption of constant correlations is too
restrictive. In order to make the conditional matrix time-dependent, Engle
(2002) proposed a dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) model, which is defined as
rt =

p
ht εt

(3.9)
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Ht = Dt Rt Dt

(3.10)

where Ht remains conditional covariance matrix and Rt is time-varying
correlation matrix.
Engle considered a dynamic matrix process:
0

Qt = S(1 − θ1 − θ2 ) + θ1 (εt−1 εt−1 ) + θ2 Qt−1

(3.11)

where Qt is the k × k symmetric positive definite matrix, S is the unconditional correlation matrix of the standardized errors εt , θ1 and θ2 are scalar
parameters to capture the effects of previous shocks and previous dynamic conditional correlation on the current dynamic conditional correlation, satisfying
θ1 + θ2 < 1, which implies that Qt > 0.
Correlation matrix is obtained by rescaling Qt as follows:
Rt = {diag(Qt )−1/2 }Qt {diag(Qt )−1/2 }

(3.12)

This implies the correlation estimator:
ρij,t = √

qij,t
qii,t qjj,t

(3.13)

where qt are the elements of matrix Qt and correlation estimators ρt are the
elements of matrix Rt .

3.2.3

Normality assumption

Applying GARCH model to financial series, we will face the fact, that one of
the basic assumptions is not satisfied, i.e. the return series are not conditionally normally distributed. Non-normality is typical feature of financial times
series, therefore several methods were developed to deal with it. One way is
to model non-normality by assuming εt disturbance term to follow theoretical distribution, which accounts for fat tails. For example, t-distribution was
applied by Bollerslev (1987) and generalized error distribution was applied by
Nelson (1991). Another way is using semi-parametric GARCH model proposed
by Engle & González-Rivera (1991). In this case there is no assumption on the
analytical form of error density and it is estimated nonparametrically.
However, even when the conditional distribution of the observations is not
normal, GARCH procedures produce consistent and asymptotically normal es-
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timates. In other words, non-normality does not cause bias in estimates, but
only affects the standard errors. Therefore, in our analysis we will use standard
specification of DCC-GARCH model of Engle (2002). To obtain reliable standard errors one can refer to Bollerslev & Wooldridge (1992), who proposed the
application of standard errors, which are robust to departures from normality.

3.3
3.3.1

Wavelet analysis
Time-frequency domain

Financial time series is by definition a sequence of data points describing how
the variable changes over time. The traditional environment for analyzing time
series is time domain, where we have time on horizontal axis and the question
we ask is what is the duration of the event. It could be also useful to see time
series as a signal and a sum of cyclical events (waves of different frequencies and
amplitude). Because frequency is a speed at which waves cycles its periods, in
frequency domain we measure how fast or slow are the components of a signal.
Most signals and processes involve both fast and slow components happening
at the same time. Frequency domain analysis distinguish these components
and allows us to study each of them separately.
Time domain approach and frequency domain approach are just two different ways to represent the same characteristics of time series. Spectrum of
a stationary time series is an equivalent of covariance function in time domain
and no information is lost while switching between the domains. However, by
combining those two approaches, we achieve more complete and clear understanding of the time series behavior.
Wavelet analysis gives us an opportunity to combine time and frequency
domain into single framework. This is its main advantage over the standard
Fourier analysis, which is limited to only frequency domain. Wavelet analysis was introduced by Jean Morlet in early 80’s and was initially applied to
seismic signal studies in geophysics. Being model-free, it had quickly gained
popularity in many other areas including finance. Wavelet analysis does not
rely on parameters or estimation method and it can be successfully applied on
both stationary and non-stationary time series. This last feature is especially
valuable for us, as financial time series are often non-stationary.
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(b) WFT

(c) WT

Note: horizontal axis t represents time and vertical axis ω represents frequency.

Source: based on Lau & Weng (1995)
Figure 3.3: Time-frequency windows for (a) Fourier transform (FT),
(b) window Fourier transform (WFT) and (c) wavelet
transform (WT)

3.3.2

From Fourier to wavelet transform

In this section we will briefly go through evolution of mathematical methods
based on frequency decomposition, which led to the proposal of such a tool as
wavelet transform. In some way, wavelet transformation is a generalized form
of Fourier transform and windowed Fourier transform.
The purpose of Fourier transform is to represent complicated mathematical
functions as a sum of waves such as sine a cosine. Waves used for decomposition are globally uniform in time. This implies that Fourier transform
describes function as a whole and provides us only with time averaged information neglecting location of specific features within the signal (Figure 3.3(a)).
The representation of local characteristics is poor and requires large number
of Fourier components. To illustrate this point, let us consider two time series,
which are identical, except one is a reversed version of another. Fourier transform representation will be absolutely the same for both cases, even though the
local information of the two time series is completely different (Lau & Weng
1995).
To provide more detailed local information about time series window Fourier
transform was introduced. In this case time series is examined under fixed timefrequency window with constant intervals in the time and frequency domains
as captured on Figure 3.3(b). Intuitively this means that we examine the time
series piece by piece with sliding window and record our findings for each step.
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This allows getting information not only about the whole function but also
about its behavior in time. However, the fixed size of the window leads to
overrepresentation of high frequencies and underestimation of low components.
This happens because fixed size window does not have adequate resolution to
capture the significant part of low frequency. On the contrary, high frequencies
easily fit into it, which results in large number of spurious spectral peaks.
Being scale independent, the wavelet transform is especially preferred by
researches for analyzing problematic signals. It uses generalized local base
functions (wavelets) that can be stretched and translated with a flexible resolution in both frequency and time. The flexible windows narrow while focusing
on high-frequency signals and widen while searching the low frequency signals. However, the width and the height of the time-frequency window cannot
be optional. High precision in time localization can be achieved only at the
expense of reduced frequency resolution, and vise versa for low frequency components (Figure 3.3(c)). Even with such restrictions wavelet transform allows
the wavelets to be adjusted to match most of the high- and low-frequency signals in order to achieve the optimal resolution with the minimum number of
base functions.
This zoom-in property is a unique characteristic of wavelet transform that
allows the localization of very short lived, high-frequency signals in time. In
case of financial series, this means that wavelet analysis is able to capture
sharp changes in price which last only for few days. At the same time low
frequency variability is also accurately represented. Another key advantage of
wavelet techniques is the variety of wavelet functions available, thus allowing
the most appropriate to be chosen for each particular signal. This is in contrast
to Fourier analysis, which is restricted to the sinusoid only.

3.3.3

Wavelet concepts

Now as we have some background about the wavelet analysis let us provide
more formal definition of wavelet and wavelet transform. Basic concepts are
identical across the literature, but the exact specification in this work is based
on Gençay et al. (2002), Ramsay (2002), Torrence & Compo (1998) and Torrence & Webster (1999).
We know already that wavelet transform serves to decompose a signal (or a
time series) in terms of some elementary functions. Those elementary functions
are simple modifications of one base function called mother wavelet. To make
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(a) Real part and imaginary part of Morlet wavelet (ω0 = 6)
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Figure 3.4: Real and imaginary part of Morlet wavelet
the explanation more visual, let us immediately introduce the function, which
will be used as mother wavelet in our study.
The Morlet wavelet is one of the most popular wavelets used in practice. It
is defined as:
ψ M (t) =

1
π 1/4

eiω0 t e−t

2 /2

.

(3.14)

Parameter ω0 denotes the central frequency of wavelet, we set ω0 = 6 to
provide a good balance between time and frequency localization. Figure 3.4
demonstrates the effect of changes in this parameter. One of the reasons we
choose Morlet wavelet is that it is complex, i.e. it has real and imaginary part
(Figure 3.4). This property allows us to study both amplitude and phase. Unlike correlation, coherence is always positive, it ranges from 0 to 1. Therefore,
without wavelet having imaginary part, we would be not able to distinguish
between direction of relationship.
Daughter wavelets or just wavelets are derived from mother wavelet by
dilation and translation:
1
ψu,s (t) = √ ψ
s



t−u
s


,

(3.15)

where u denotes the position (translation) and s > 0 the scale (dilation) of
√
the wavelet; ψu,s (t). The purpose of energy normalization factor s is to keep
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Figure 3.5: Daughter wavelets dilated and translated
the energy of daughter wavelets the same as the energy of the mother wavelet
and this way to ensure comparability of wavelets across time frequencies.
By changing the location and scaling of the mother wavelet, which is the
window function in wavelet transform, we can implement the multi-resolution
concept mentioned in the previous section. In the way employing a window
with variable width, wavelet transform can capture both the short duration,
high frequency and the long duration, low frequency information simultaneously. Scale has an inverse relation to frequency; thus lower (higher) scale
means a more (less) compressed wavelet, which is able to detect higher (lower)
frequencies of a time series. To illustrate this point we plot several examples
of daughter wavelet functions with different scale and location (Figure 3.5).
Wavelet needs to satisfy several conditions. First of all, we need to ensure
that the initial time series could be reconstructed from its wavelet transform.
This option is provided by admissibility condition, which is defined as:
Z
Cψ =
0

∞

|Ψ(f )|2
df < ∞,
f

(3.16)

where Ψ(f ) is the Fourier transform of a wavelet ψ(.).
The admissibility condition implies that the wavelet does not have zero
frequency component and so the wavelet has zero mean,
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Figure 3.6: Wavelet transform

Z

∞

ψ(t)dt = 0.

(3.17)

−∞

Further, the wavelet is usually normalized to have unit energy, i.e.,
Z

∞

ψ 2 (t)dt = 1,

(3.18)

−∞

implying that the wavelet makes some excursion away from zero.

3.3.4

Continious wavelet transform

The continuous wavelet transform Wx (u, s) of a time series x(t) is defined as:
Z

∞

1
Wx (u, s) =
x(t) √ ψ ∗
s
−∞



t−u
s


dt.

(3.19)

where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. The integral measures the similarity
of the local shape of the time series and the shape of wavelet. The process of
wavelet transform is schematically shown on Figure 3.6. The dilation factor
s determines the duration of the event being examined and u determines its
location in time. To perform the analysis with maximum use of data, the
original series is padded with zeros at the beginning and at the end. The
results influenced by zeros are shaded on the final output and should not be
considered while interpreting the results.
The original time series x(t) can be exactly reconstructed from its wavelet
transform:
1
x(t) =
Cψ

Z

∞

Z

∞


Wx (u, s)ψu,s (t)du

0

−∞

ds
, s > 0.
s2

(3.20)
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It is also important that continuous wavelet transform preserves the energy
of the time series:
1
kxk =
Cψ
2

3.3.5

Z

∞

0

Z

∞


ds
|Wx (u, s)| du 2 .
s
−∞
2

(3.21)

Wavelet coherence

As in our study we are going to examine the interaction of pairs of time series,
a bivariate framework is to be introduced.
Following Torrence & Compo (1998) we define cross wavelet spectrum and
cross wavelet power first in order to finally introduce wavelet coherence, which
will be used in our analysis.
Cross wavelet spectrum of two time series x(t) and y(t) is defined as:
Wxy (u, s) = Wx (u, s)Wy∗ (u, s),

(3.22)

where Wx (u, s) is a continuous wavelet transform of x(t) and Wy∗ (u, s) is a
complex conjugate of continuous wavelet transform of y(t). Similar to previous
notations, s denotes the scale, and u is a position index.
The cross wavelet spectrum is complex, therefore we can define the cross
wavelet power as |Wxy (u, s)|. It reveals areas with high common power, hence
it can be seen as a measure of local covariance between two time series.
Following Torrence & Webster (1999), we define the squared wavelet coherence coefficient as:
R2 (u, s) =

|S(s−1 Wxy (u, s))|2
S(s−1 |Wx (u, s)|2 )S(s−1 |Wy (u, s)|2 )

(3.23)

where S indicates smoothing in both time and scale. The factor s−1 is used
to convert to an energy density. It follows from the definition that the value
of R2 (u, s) ranges between 0 and 1. We can also notice that the definition is
very similar to the one of the traditional correlation coefficient. And indeed,
squared wavelet coherence is comparable to squared correlation coefficient in
linear regression. Since the theoretical distribution for the wavelet coherence
is not known, we test the statistical significance using Monte Carlo methods.

Chapter 4
Empirical results
In this chapter we present our empirical results. We start with data description and preparation; then we perform the initial analysis including all the
required tests and computation of conventional correlation coefficient. Finally,
we introduce the evidence from DCC-GARCH and wavelet coherence analysis.
The purpose of this chapter is to properly describe the results and to compare
different methods when possible.

4.1
4.1.1

Data
Data description

For our analysis we use five time series: crude oil, gasoline, natural gas, gold
and Industrials index. While choosing the particular dataset from the great
variety of commodities traded in the international market, our goal was to find
one, which reflects the “world price” of commodities analyzed. We will work
will daily observations over the period from February 1983 till November 2010.
However, this range will vary for each couple of price series depending on data
availability (Table 4.1). We intentionally use nominal not adjusted to inflation
prices, as this makes them more sensitive to the shocks from other markets.
Even though there are many types of crude oil with different characteristics
and therefore different prices available for trading, one thoughtfully chosen
representative of crude oil market will be sufficient our purposes. Being the
benchmark in crude oil pricing West Texas Intermediate (WTI), also known
as Texas light sweet had been selected to represent the market. It is highly
correlated with other types of crude oil; therefore its price development is
supposed reflect the evolution of the whole crude oil market. Following the
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Date range
Pair of series
Crude
Crude
Crude
Crude

oil
oil
oil
oil

-

Gasoline
Natural gas
Gold
CRB Index

From

To

1-Feb-1983 17-Nov-2010
1-Nov-1993 17-Nov-2010
1-Feb-1983 17-Nov-2010
1-Feb-1983 22-May-2008

Number of observations
Original

Adjusted

7030
4311
7030
6385

6334
3722
6438
5935

Table 4.1: Data description
same logic, we choose Henry Hub as indicator of natural gas prices. In case
of natural gas, however, we need to keep in mind that this market is more
segmented and prices are strongly affected by domestic factors (the US domestic
factors in case of Henry Hub). Among different types of gasoline, we choose
conventional regular one, traded on NYMEX.
Source of data for WTI crude oil, Henry Hub natural gas and gasoline is The
Wall Street Journal (WSJ Market Data Group). Gold prices are taken from
Handy & Harman (based on London PM Fix). WTI, Henry Hub, gasoline
and gold are spot prices measured in U.S. dollars. Units of measurement are
1 barrel for crude oil, 1 million of British thermal units (Mmbtu) for natural
gas, 1 gallon for gasoline and 1 troy ounce for gold.
We also employ Industrials Index, which will reflect the price movements of
industrial commodities such as burlap, cotton, hides, print cloth, rosin, rubber,
tallow, wool etc. It would be unfeasible to study each of those commodities
separately and index gives us an opportunity to have a aggregate indicator of
prices. Industrials Index was published by Commodity Research Bureau, which
is also our data source. Unfortunately, data are available only until May 2008,
then the index stopped being published.

4.1.2

Data preparation

We use the original data on prices only once while plotting our time series to
see the trend in their development. In all other cases we abolish the trend
by using logarithmic returns. This simple transform is done in order to avoid
spurious results when strong statistical relationship between two variables is
caused by third factor.
We also adjust the data set in such a way, that all zero value returns are
deleted and time series for each pair are synchronized by date. As a result,
we obtain four pairs of time series and each of them satisfies the following
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conditions: (1) for every point of time we have observations for both series
in a pair and (2) those observations are different from zero. This adjustment
reduces the number of observations for each pair of time series as stated in
Table 4.1.
In time series analysis logarithmic transformation is often considered to
stabilize the variance of a series. For moderate changes in prices logarithmic
returns are very close to actual returns. However, we should keep in mind that
range of natural logarithm is from −∞ to +∞, while returns can only have
minimum value of -1. For significant negative shocks, logarithmic returns can
be lower than -1. For such extreme cases we use actual value of returns.

4.2
4.2.1

Initial Analysis
Graphical representation

Let us start with simple plot of data, which is still the most powerful tool for
the analysis while working with time series. The fluctuations of normalized
daily prices of crude oil, gasoline, natural gas, gold and Industrials Index are
shown on Figure 4.1. Several instances can be seen at a glance. First of all, the
series follow more or less similar pattern, being relatively stable until the end
of 2001, where they hit their bottom. The development continued with sharp
increase until 2008, followed by even sharper decline for few months and then
gradual recovery.
Gasoline prices were very close to crude oil during the whole period. Major
deviation occurred in the end of summer 2005 when prices of gasoline shoot
up because of hurricanes Katrina (August 2005) and Rita (September 2005).
Interesting is that crude oil price reacted only slightly. Therefore dramatic
changes in gasoline price could be rather attributed to price manipulation,
than to real economic fundamentals (Federal Trade Commission 2006).
We can also note very specific behavior of natural gas prices. Several spikes
occurred during the examined period. Explanation is simple: severe weather
conditions. We have already mentioned, that weather is one of the factors contributing to formation of natural gas prices. However, the plot of real data gives
much better understanding about the scale of impact that it has. For example,
two very short-term price jumps in February 1996 and in February 2003 are
explained by the combination of sudden increase in demand and low level of
gas held in storage. As winter was unusually cold, the storage inventories were
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Figure 4.1: Normalized daily prices of crude oil, gasoline, natural gas, gold
and Industrials Index

lower than normal, which led to the low pressure in reservoirs and inability to
deliver big amount of natural gas immediately (Choo 2003). More long-lasting
price anomaly from 2005 was caused by hurricanes Katrina and Rita, which
shut down gas production in the Gulf of Mexico for several weeks (Kumins &
Bamberger 2006).1
Daily logarithmic returns of the studied commodities are captured on Figure
4.2. As expected, volatility of crude oil and gasoline have very similar pattern,
major volatility clusters appear around 1986, 1991 and 2009. Industrials Index
has the lowest volatility, which can be explained by the fact that it represents
the prices of 13 commodities and naturally diversifies the risk. Gold’s volatility
is slightly higher, but still very low. This is also expectable, as gold has a
monetary component, and a good portion of its demand goes to hoarding and
1

The Outer Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico is the source for 25% of U.S. crude
oil production and 20% of natural gas output.
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Figure 4.2: Daily logarithmic returns of crude oil, gasoline, natural
gas, gold and Industrials Index
of its supply comes from recycling (Sari et al. 2010). Natural gas price is the
most volatile and its volatility is constantly changing in time.
For crude oil, gasoline and gold we can observe increase of volatility during
the 2008-2009 financial crisis and its subsequent return to the pre-crisis level.
Natural gas does not fully repeat this pattern; its period of the highest volatility
starts about one year later. Unfortunately, data on Industrials Index do not
cover this period.
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At the background of generally very low volatility we can observe some
spikes in gold returns. If a 5% daily return is regarded normal for other commodities, for gold such a change is considered a significant shock. We make
some further investigation to ensure that those shocks are economically justified, and are not caused by gaps in recording of the prices. List of major events
explaining spikes in volatility of gold price can be found in Appendix A.
Even though volatility is not our main concern, there is a link between
volatility and correlation. Conditional variance is estimated by univariate
GARCH as a step to estimating dynamic conditional correlations; and wavelet
transform is performed on each series in order to calculate wavelet coherence.
The output can be found in the Appendix C. Figure C.2 captures volatility
from GARCH model and Figure C.3 shows wavelet transform of the examined
series.

4.2.2

Descriptive statistics

mean
median
max
min
std. dev.
skewness
ex. kurt.
observ.

Crude oil

Gasoline

Natural gas

Gold

CRB Index

1983-2010

1983 - 2010

1993 - 2010

1983 - 2010

1983 - 2008

0.00009
0.00149
0.18129
-0.40001
0.02601
-0.91079
14.583
6438

0.00013
0.00108
0.23002
-0.31416
0.02827
-0.45176
6.8206
6334

0.00005
0.00179
0.87547
-0.72300
0.05698
-1.8158
96.438
3722

0.00015
0.00026
0.07706
-0.12901
0.01045
-0.37778
9.5586
6438

0.00007
0.00010
0.07282
-0.06170
0.00989
-0.00954
3.4303
5935

Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics of log returns of crude oil, gasoline,
natural gas, gold and Industrials Index
Descriptive statistics from Table 4.2 give us the quantitative confirmation
of our previous findings about volatility. However, their main purpose is to
provide us with information regarding frequency distribution of examined series.
None of the series is normally distributed, at that Industrials Index return
distribution is the closest to normal and natural gas return distribution is the
furthest from it. All the series show negative skewness, which indicates that
left tail of the probability density function is longer, i.e. negative shocks in
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prices are more severe than positive ones. Also, all the series demonstrate
leptokurtic distribution, having more acute peak around the mean and fatter
tails. Histograms can be found on Figure C.1, in Appendix C.
Selected test statistics are summarized in Table 4.3. Jarque & Bera (1987)
(JB) test indicates significant departures from normality for all the price series.
Joint null hypothesis of skewness and kurtosis being zero is strongly rejected.
Lagrange multiplier (LM) test for ARCH disturbances (Engle 1982) reveals
the existence of conditional heteroskedasticty in series. The fact that conditional variance changes over time supports our choice of DCC-GARCH model
to estimate conditional correlation between series.
We also need to confirm that the examined time series do not contain unit
root. If oposite is true and unit root is present, it means that shocks have
a permanent effect on a time series and never die out. Augmented DickeyFuller (ADF) test (Dickey & Fuller 1979) with null hypothesis of nonstationary
(presence of unit root) is usually used for those purposes. Large negative values
of ADF allow us to reject nonstationarity at the 1% significance level for all
four series. To verify the result we also run Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, &
Shin (1992) (KPSS) test under null hypothesis of no unit root (stationarity).
KPSS test is more rigorous, it rejects stationarity for Industrials Index at 10%
significance level and for gold at 1% significance level.
JB
test stat
Crude oil
Gasoline
Natural gas
Gold
Index

ARCH-LM
p-value

57231.34 0.0000
12492.99 0.0000
1444379 0.0000
24662.37 0.0000
2909.982 0.0000

*

KSPP

test stat

p-value

test stat

test stat

222.48
252.54
594.61
164.14
161.19

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

-50.0010
-43.3300
-41.3467
-46.2283
-45.6854

0.1061
0.0926
0.0321
0.8591*
0.3859

ADF

critical values

ADF

KPSS

1%

5%

10%

1%

5%

10%

-2.56

-1.94

-1.62

0.739

0.463

0.347

KSPP test statistics for sample 1/2/1983 - 18/9/2000 (4018 observations) is 0.0666; for
sample 19/9/2000 - 17/11/2010 (2420 observations) is 0.0674.

Table 4.3: Selected test statistics for returns of crude oil, gasoline, natural gas,
gold and Industrials Index
High value of test statistic for KPSS test in case of gold and Industrials index
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is caused by the fact that generally having low absolute value of returns those
series experienced sudden increase in volatility during recent economic crisis.
If we divide gold returns series into two samples, first 1/2/1983 - 18/9/2000
and second 19/9/2000 - 17/11/2010, we can find that the series is stationary
on both time intervals with KPSS test statistics 0.0666 and 0.0674 respectively.

4.2.3

Correlation coefficient

We start our analysis of cointegration between commodities with computation
of conventional Pearson correlation coefficient. Results are summarized in Table 4.4 on page 44 along with DCC-GARCH results, so we can easily compare
them later. First, we compute correlation for the whole period. The highest
correlation of 0.62 is between crude oil and gasoline. It is followed by Industrials
Index (0.24) and gold, which is twice lower (0.12). Surprisingly low correlation
of only 0.06 can be observed between crude oil and natural gas.
To add a little bit of dynamics we divide the sample into two periods (before
2000 and after 2000). We also separately compute correlation for the period of
financial crisis. Correlation of natural gas and gold with crude oil is the lowest
before 2000, significantly higher after 2000, and the highest during the crisis.
This trend is not that obvious for gasoline. Situation is opposite for Industrials
Index, where correlation with crude oil decreased more than twice after 2000.
Understanding of correlation is essential for constructing properly diversified portfolios. However, unconditional correlation defined by single number
is clearly insufficient to make judgments about the true relationships between
commodities. To extend our knowledge on commodity interconnections, we will
continue with DCC-GARCH model, which allows us to estimate correlation as
a function of time.

4.3

Evidence from DCC-GARCH

We have already recorded a change in correlations before and after 2000. DCCGARCH model allows us to go further and capture all the changes, which
took place during the examined period. It gives us a value of correlation for
each particular point of time. UCSD GARCH toolbox for Matlab by Kevin
Sheppard (2001) is used to perform the analysis.2
2

www.spatial-econometrics.com
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic conditional correlation
Graphical representation of DCC-GARCH results can be found on Figure
4.3. The highest and the lowest correlation are both observed in case of energy
market commodities. Interdependence with gasoline is the strongest (mean
0.62) and interdependence with gas is the weakest (mean 0.09). Both relationships seem to be stable and deviations from the mean value seem to be caused
by external shocks.
Correlation of Industrials Index and crude oil varied considerably over time.
It covered wide range of values, from about 0.60 in 1991 to -0.11 in 2001.
Nevertheless, the development of correlation is relatively smooth, day-to-day
changes are low except of the period 2000-2002. We can also notice, that in
general, since 2000 the correlation is lower than before.
Even though standard deviation for correlation of gold and crude oil is lower
than in case of Industrials Index, we can observe, that this relationship is very
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unstable. Day-to-day changes are very big, the differences are often up to 200600%. Moreover, the following pattern can be observed: correlation shoots up
during one day and then slides down gradually for several days. Those two
instances lead us to the conclusion that relationship between gold and crude
oil is rather driven by reactions to the shocks than economic fundamentals.
Unconditional correlation
before 2000
after 2000
2008 - 2009
whole period

Gasoline

Natural gas

Gold

CRB Index

0,66605
0,57850
0,61138
0,61925

0,00941
0,09060
0,10495
0,05704

0,09103
0,12769
0,20618
0,12769

0,34311
0,14645
no data
0,24846

Conditional correlation (mean)
before 2000
after 2000
2008 - 2009
whole period
std. deviation

Gasoline

Natural gas

Gold

CRB Index

0,62140
0,62806
0,63130
0,62413
0,11113

0,09076
0,09232
0,09352
0,09181
0,01769

0,09224
0,13279
0,18740
0,10858
0,07476

0,32837
0,15544
no data
0,26896
0,13750

Table 4.4: Unconditional correlation and dynamic conditional correlation (mean values) of crude oil with gasoline, natural gas,
gold and Industrials Index
Estimates of parameters of DCC-GARCH model can be found in Table C.1
(Appendix C). More important for our analysis are DCC-GARCH estimates of
correlation, which are summarized in Table 4.4. We can see, that DCC-GARCH
provides us with slightly different numbers than unconditional correlation coefficient. However, we should remember that numbers reported for conditional
correlation are mean values of corresponding correlation series and standard errors should be taken into account while interpeting the results. Once standard
errors are considered, we can see that differences between unconditional and
conditional correlation are not statistically significant, i.e. unconditional correlation mostly falls into the range determined by mean of conditional correlation
and its standard deviation.
Evidence from DCC-GARCH suggests that the correlation between crude
oil and other commodities from energy market, namely gasoline and natural
gas, was stable and almost no change can be observed even in period of recent
economic crisis. Correlation between crude oil and non-energy commodity mar-
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ket representatives seems to be more dynamic. In case of gold we again observe
the rise in correlation after 2000 with values up to 0.35 during the crisis. In
case of Industrials Index situation is opposite and value of correlation declined
after 2000.

4.4

Evidence from Wavelet coherence

As a next step we want to find what is the source of correlation for each
particular point of time. Does it come from high or low frequencies? To answer
this question we add one more dimension – frequency – to the analysis. We
implement this using wavelet coherence, which allows us to combine both time
and frequency information on one plot.3
We work with quite long sample, which allows us to freely investigate the
relationships between crude oil and other commodities for investment horizons,
which are several years long. In terms of period (vertical axis on Figure 4.4)
we can mentally divide the image into three parts: short, medium and long
investment horizon.
For the short period, up to 16-32 days, the output is very noisy. Areas
of high correlation alternate with areas of no correlation. This is quite an
expectable result, as information about all the small daily changes is absorbed
here. Strong correlation appears for some dates, but it is not stable and it dies
out quickly. No consistent pattern can be seen here and this is typical picture
for most wavelet coherence outputs for real world financial data.
As we move to longer periods (or investment horizons), we look for more
persistent interconnections. More profound relationships are reveled on this
level. This can be seen as the areas of high/low correlation are now more
stretched in time, which means they last longer. Information captured here is
more general, small daily deviations are mutually excluded.
Comparing the output for four pairs of time series we have a chance to see
how different is the correlation structure in time-frequency domain for those
cases. Generally, we can note that time component of wavelet coherence results repeats the pattern of our findings from DCC-GARCH. In other words,
high/low wavelet coherence is observed for the same time periods as high/low
correlation in case of DCC-GARCH.
3

If reader is not familiar with wavelets, Appendix B may be helpful for understanding of
wavelet coherence output.
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(a) WTC: Crude Oil and Gasoline

(b) WTC: Crude Oil and Natural gas

Figure 4.4: Output from wavelet coherence – energy commodities
Figure 4.4(a), which captures the wavelet coherence of crude oil and gasoline, is a great illustration of how the method works. We can clearly see the
dynamics in the relationship between the commodities for different frequencies.
Interesting is that for investment horizons longer than 256 days (approximately
1 calendar year) coherence “suddenly” stabilizes and keeps values close to 1.
In time domain the relationship is relatively stable which is in line with DCCGARCH results.
Natural gas and crude oil coherence can be found on Figure 4.4(b). For the
medium horizon (up to 1 year) areas of strong coherence appear occasionally.
They last for several months, but overall dependence between crude oil and
natural gas does not seem to be strong for medium term period. Situation
is more interesting for long-term investment horizon. There is a zone of very
strong relationship for investment horizon of more than 3 years, but there is
almost no interdependence for investment horizon of 1 - 3 years.
Crude oil and gold (Figure 4.4(c)) show almost no significant coherence for
the investment horizon longer than 1 year. If we get back to horizontal axis,
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(c) WTC: Crude Oil and Gold

(d) WTC: Crude Oil and Industrials Index

Figure 4.4: Output from wavelet coherence – non-energy commodities
we can notice that around the end of 1990 series are highly interconnected
for many investment horizons up to 1 year. We can also see that since the
beginning of 2003 the picture is completely different with much more areas of
high coherence. New relationship starts to appear for the longer investment
horizons like 1 or 2 years. Unfortunately, we cannot say how stable it is, as
results beyond the cone of influence are not statistically significant.
Output is also interesting in case of Industrials Index (Figure 4.4(d)). Overall interdependence with crude oil is stronger than in cases with natural gas and
gold. Around 1992-1993 we can see the strong relationship for many frequencies. There is also an area of strong interdependence on the level of approximately 6-9 months investment horizon which lasted for several years. Unlike
in previous cases, relationship between crude oil and Industrials Index became
weaker after the year 2000 for all investment horizons.

Chapter 5
Discussion of results
In this chapter we discuss our empirical results. Also, combining our general
knowledge about the commodities from Chapter 2 and evidence from DCCGARCH and wavelet coherence we are trying to answer the following questions.
Which commodities are leading the price of other ones? What was the effect
of speculation and development of financial derivatives on the relationships
between commodity prices? What was the effect of recent economic crisis
on the co-movement of commodity prices? We finish this chapter with some
practical implications for investors and other decision makers.

5.1

Discussion of empirical results

Gasoline
As expected, we have obtained the highest correlation for the pair crude oil
– gasoline. If we look closer at the DCC-GARCH output (Figure 4.3(a)), we
can notice that there seems to be some “true” value of correlation between
crude oil and natural gas, laying slightly higher than the mean, in a range of
0.6 - 0.7. This value reflects the part of correlation explained by economic
fundamentals, which can be summarized simply by the fact that gasoline is a
product of oil refining. “True” correlation has its own dynamic in time; and it
is also accompanied by many deviations creating kind of icicle pattern.
To explain those deviations we refer to Chapter 2, where we discussed the
factors driving commodity prices. As crude oil price accounts for a large share
of gasoline price, those two commodities react to the same shocks. However, the
degree of the reaction can be different. Even though we came to the conclusion
that US gasoline prices can be good approximation of world gasoline price,
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they are still very sensitive to local market news. At the same time, WTI price
reflects the changes in crude oil price worldwide, which means, it absorbs much
more information. Therefore internal US shocks have weaker effect on crude
oil prices than on prices of gasoline. Hurricane Katrina is a good example
to illustrate this point. While it caused only moderate change around 4% in
crude oil prices, prices of gasoline shoot up from $1.85 on August, 26 2005
to $3.13 on September, 1 2005, thereby significantly lowering the correlation.
However, common shock can also strengthen the correlation and drive it above
the “true” value, if responses of gasoline and oil prices are comparable. The
highest correlation between commodities according to DCC-GARCH estimates
was 0.81 in 1991 when both prices rose because of Gulf War.
Intuitively it can still be not very clear why correlation between commodities is so low if gasoline almost perfectly repeats the evolution of crude oil
price. Wavelet coherence analysis remarkably clarifies this point. From the
wavelet coherence output on Figure 4.4(a) we can see that while in long term
(investment horizons longer than one year), correlation is strong and stable, it
changes in the short term. In other words, there is long-term interdependence,
which is steady, and most of variations in correlation are caused by short-term
dynamics.

Natural gas
The pair crude oil – natural gas has completely different patten of dynamic
conditional correlation; its development in time looks like set of shocks around
the mean of 0.09 (Figure 4.3(b)). Even though the picture is different than in
case of gasoline, same arguments can be used to explain the relationship. As
we know from Chapter 2, natural gas price formation is mostly subject to local
factors and fragile supply-demand equilibrium creates volatility of natural gas
prices, which is incomparable to crude oil price volatility. This explains both
low scale of correlation and its development in time: stable mean reflecting
economic fundamentals and numerous shocks reflecting differences (negative
shocks) or similarities (positive shocks) in reaction of crude oil and natural gas
prices to everyday news.
On Figure 4.4(b) we can only see separated islands of high coherence for
investment horizons up to six months. From six months to two years even
those rear islands are missing, but for extremely long periods we can note very
strong and stable relationship. However, this result should be interpreted with
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caution. Giving the technique of wavelet analysis, one mutual significant shock
is enough to turn the analyzing low frequency waves in same direction and
create such output. Nevertheless, in this case we would rather say, that the
source of stable correlation of 0.09 lies in extremely low frequencies.

Gold
Despite the fact that pair crude oil – gold had been often mentioned in literature
as showing close relationship in prices, we do not find evidence confirming this
statement, at least not until the year 2005. According to DCC-GARCH estimates (Figure 4.3(c)), correlation between gold and crude oil is highly dynamic,
but mostly lying in range 0 - 0.2. There seems to be no part of correlation explained by economic fundamentals as in case of energy market commodities.
In calm times with no major shocks as decade 1992 - 2002, correlation is very
low and often reaches zero. At the same time we can observe, that common
shocks can drive correlation as high as 0.5 (Gulf War in 1991). Also we can
register changes in structure of the relationship during recent economic crisis
when correlation is higher than usual.
With application of wavelet analysis we also find evidence of strong but
not long-lasting responses in short and medium run (Figure 4.4(c)). However,
almost no coherence can be observed in the long run (more than 1 year). Situation changes after the year 2005, from that time considerably more areas
of high coherence can be observed. This change involves not only shor-term
but also long-term investment horizons, i.e. new long-term relationship starts
to appear. As we are limited in data, it is difficult to say with confidence if
high coherence in this period is simply a co-product of rise in volatility of both
commodities or if it indicates some more profound changes in the structure of
the relationship.

Industrials Index
Very interesting pattern can be observed for the pair crude oil – Industrials
Index (Figure 4.3(d)). This is the only one from four examined cases which
shows clear strong trends in time. Correlation between those two variables
remained on fairly high level until the year 2000, but around 2000 some shock
took place driving correlation down to negative values. From approximately
2002 we can observe “recovery” in correlation series, thus during the crisis
correlation was significant again. In any case, some kind of break in 2000 is
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obvious. We would explain it by changes in role of crude oil on commodity
market. Before 2000, crude oil was an industrial commodity comparable to
any other included in the index, the same factors were influencing its price.
But with development of financial markets and financialization of commodities,
crude oil was first to become the subject of speculation, thus original market
mechanism of oil price formation was destroyed. Financial component of crude
oil price quickly became dominant, while it took longer for other industrial
commodities to adapt to new opportunities on financial markets.
Even though correlation between Industrials Index and crude oil seems to
be reestablished after several years, wavelet analysis shows that the underlying
relationship has changed. From wavelet coherence output on Figure 4.4(d) it
can be seen that areas of strong coherence are common for long investment horizons before 2000, but after 2000 coherence moved to higher frequencies. This
can indicate, that the relationship is not supported by economic fundamentals
anymore, but is rather driven by common variations of prices in short-term.

5.2

Who drives who?

As investors widely use crude oil, gasoline, natural gas and gold in their portfolios (switching between them or combining them), it would be interesting to
know which commodity is leading the price of the other one. Examining the
phase arrows on Figure 4.4, we can observe that most of them are pointing to
the right, mainly around the areas of high correlation. This indicates that time
series are moving in-phase, in other words, correlation is positive. However,
there is no consistent pattern regarding the leadership, few arrows are pointing
up/down.
Other methods were used in the literature to answer the question “Who
drives who?”. For example, applying Granger causality test Zhang & Wei
(2010) arrived to the conclusion that crude oil price change causes the volatility of gold price, but not vice versa. Sari et al. (2010) also find the relationship
between gold and crude oil quite weak and asymmetric. Basically, they claim
that crude oil does not respond to the changes in gold price and gold responds
only slightly to the changes in crude oil price. When oil price changes, it may
move because of inflation, crises, changes in exchange rate and/or recession.
All these factors affect gold which behaves as a safe haven and a hedge against
inflation. But when gold price changes because of changes in demand for jew-
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elry, being hoarded as a reserve currency and/or being used as an investment
asset, the relationship with oil return is tenuous at best.
Relationship between crude oil and natural gas also seem to be asymmetric.
Main reason for this is the relative size of each market. The crude oil price is
determined on the world market, while natural gas markets tend to be regionally segmented. Consequently, the domestic natural gas market is much smaller
than the global crude oil market, and events or shocks in one seperately taken
natural gas market are not able to affect the global price of oil significantly.
To some extent this is also true in case of gasoline, which prices are heavily
influenced by local factors and therefore are unlikely to impact the crude oil
global price.

5.3

Financialization of commodities, speculation
and recent economic crisis

Since early 2000s trading commodity futures and other derivatives started to
gain popularity as alternative to trading of stocks and bonds. Many authors
have expressed strong concerns, that commodity index investments as a form of
financial speculation caused excessive price volatility and unreasonable increase
of commodity costs (Tang & Xiong (2010), Tonn et al. (2010), Zhang & Wei
(2010)). Rajan (2006) argues that financialization of commodities contributes
to market inefficiency and distorts commodity prices, as they are not driven
by economic fundamentals anymore. Even though there is a lot of discussion
on how speculation and recent economic crisis affected commodity prices in
general, much less attention is paid to changes in co-movement of commodity
prices.
We find evidence that correlation of crude oil with other representatives of
energy commodity market, namely gasoline and natural gas, remained practically the same before and after 2000 as well as during the crisis. In case of gold
slight increase in co-movemet with crude oil can be observed after 2005 (more
evident from Figure 4.4(c) capturing wavelet coherence). In case of Industrials index it is clearly seen from both wavelet coherence on Figure 4.4(d) and
DCC-GARCH on Figure 4.3(d), that some fundamental relationship was broken around 2000. However, the interconnection had strenthened again during
the crisis.
The tendency of correlations to increase as markets suffer a decline was
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noticed long time ago. Longin & Solnik (2001) suggest that correlation breakdowns during market turmoil do not represent true changes in the distribution
of asset returns, they are just a natural by-product of temporal variation in
volatilities. Interening is that relationships within energy market were stable
even despite the increase in price volatility of all studied commodities.

5.4

Practical implications

Based on our analysis we can provide the investors and other decision makers
with some practical implications.
1. Even though correlation between crude oil and gasoline is generally high,
significant deviation of prices is possible if one considers investment horizon shorter than one year. However, periods longer than one year correlation between those two commodities is stable and close to 1.
2. Correlation between crude oil and natural gas is stable and low, which can
be interesting for diversification purposes. Nevertheless, for investment
horizons longer than three years commodities can show much stronger
correlation.
3. Correlation between energy market commodities seems to be mostly explained by economic fundamentals, therefore the relationship is stable
and the scale of correlation does not change in times of market turmoil.
4. There is almost no evidence on long-run interconnections of gold and
crude oil prices, which can be beneficial for diversification. However, during times of market downturn when diversification properties are needed
the most, those two commodities can show significant correlation.
5. Once the original mechanism of interaction between crude oil and industrial commodities was broken around the year 2000, their prices demonstrate no co-movement in the long run.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we examine the co-movement of crude oil price with prices of
four other representatives of commodity market (gasoline, natural gas, gold
and Industrials Index). We develop our understanding of correlations between
studied commodities in three steps. We start from computation of conventional
correlation coefficient, then we estimate time-varying correlations with DCCGARCH model and finally we apply wavelet coherence analysis to our series.
Using wavelet tools enables us to reveal the dynamics in correlation between
the commodities in time-frequency domain. Unlike standard methods wavelet
analysis covers wide range of frequencies (or investment horizons) without loosing information about the development of correlation in time. Moreover, this
technique is model-free and is suitable for processing non-stationary financial
series.
We find the highest correlation with crude oil in case of gasoline and the
lowest in case of natural gas, thus both are representatives of energy commodity market. Those relationships are relatively stable in time and seem to be
mostly explained by economic fundamentals. Crude oil and gasoline show very
high correlation for investment horizons longer than 1 year. If shorter periods
are considered those normally strongly related commodities can temporarily
demonstrate no correlation at all. Interconnection of crude oil and natural
gas prices is generally weak, however, for several-year-long investment horizons
they can show considerable values of correlation.
We find almost no evidence on correlation of crude oil and gold for investment horizons longer than one year, which opens interesting opportunities for
diversification. However, generally it can be noted that at times of economic
unrest mechanisms of interaction between their prices are activated to push the
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correlation upwards. Our results also reveal very interesting pattern in case of
crude oil and Industrials index. Those series show relatively high correlation
before the year 2000, then correlation suddenly goes down to below zero values
and is gradually growing afterwards. Even though by 2008 values of correlation were back at pre-2000 level, wavelet analysis provide us with evidence that
some fundamental relationship was broken. If before 2000 most of correlation
came from low frequencies, after 2000 it switched to high frequencies, indicating the disappearance of profound interconnection between the series. This
can be attributed to development of financial component of crude oil, which
had broken the original mechanism of its price formation and separated it from
other industrial commodities.
We can see from our analysis that even dynamic time-varying estimates
of correlation do not provide the investor with enough information for proper
decision making. At the same time, many practical implications can be obtained while operating in time-frequency domain. In other words, our research
clearly shows the importance of considering investment horizon while constructing efficiently diversified portfolio. Even though we applied wavelet techniques
specifically to study co-movement of commodities, the analysis can be easily
extended to other financial assets.
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Appendix A
Shocks in gold prices explained

Figure A.1: Major shocks in gold prices 1983 - 2005
Major shocks in prices of gold are captured on Figure A.1. Below we offer
the list of events contributed to gold’s price volatility during the period from
1983 to 2005. The list is mainly based on information provided by World Gold
Council.1
• 1982-85: Fluctuating world currency exchange rates, increasing concern
about the US trade and budget deficits and banking problems, and Third
World debt.2
• January 16, 1986 The US freezes Libyan assets in the United States
and halts economic and commercial relations with Libya. Renewed price
volatility sparks speculative activity, raising the price and sharply reducing fabrication demand.
1
2

www.gold.org
www.the-privateer.com
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• August - September, 1986 Six members of the Commonwealth impose
economic sanctions against South Africa. Congress prohibits American
business investments in South Africa.
• 1990 Prices come under pressure early in the year on suspicions of steady
Soviet-led selling, along with Chinese selling from prior swap activity.
• March 24, 1990 The Indian Finance Minister announces the governments intention to abolish the Gold Control Act, which prohibits individuals from holding unwrought gold and limits goldsmiths to a maximum
holding of 100 grammes of gold.
• August 11, 1990 Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.
• January 17, 1991: The day that the ”air phase” of the Gulf war began.
Gold had been rising in the months leading up to the war. As soon as
the war started, gold plummeted.
• 1993 Investor demand reappears in North America and Europe in some
volume and the five-year bear market draws to a close. The jewellery
sector, by contrast, responds to increasing prices in mid-year with an
overall 7% contraction in volume for the year.
• July 4, 1997 Australian Reserve Bank announces it has sold two-thirds
of its gold reserves.
• September 26, 1999 To regulate gold selling and its price, 15 European
Central banks signed the Central Bank Gold Agreement, setting the annual limit of gold sales to 400 tons, or 2000 for the whole 5-year period
of the agreement.3
• February 2000 Producers Placer Dome, AngloGold and Normandy announce that they will make no further additions to their hedge books.4
• May 19, 2001 Collapse of Australian-owned Centaur Mining and as
rumours emerge that the companys large hedge book will be bought back.
• September 11, 2001: September 11 attacks.

3
4

www.sharechat.co.nz
www.gold-eagle.com

Appendix B
How to read wavelets
The aim of this appendix is to provide the reader with basics on wavelet coherence output interpretation. We will use artificial time series of our own design
for better understanding. On Figure B.1 we can see the examined time series
and their estimated wavelet coherence.

Figure B.1: Wavelet coherence of aftificial time series
Horizontal axis shows time, in our case it is number of observation, 1 to
500. Vertical axis shows the period (or frequency) in days. In the analysis of
financial time series this can be interpreted as investment horizon. Coherence is
shown by color: closer to red means closer to 1, closer to blue means closer to 0.
There is no negative coherence, therefore we use phase arrows to determine the
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direction of relationship. If they point to the right, the correlation is positive; if
they point to the left, correlation is negative. They can also point up meaning
that first series is leading the second one; and down, meaning that the first
series is led by second one. Areas in light color in the corners of output should
not be considered while interpeting the results. Values of coherence in those
areas are got by adding zeros in the beginning and at the end of series.
In this particular case we can see that time series are coherent for the whole
time period. However, at the beginning of the sample the highest coherence
could be observed mostly at low frequencies of 32-128 days, and to the end it
moved to high frequencies of 8-16 days. Also, we can observe that at the first
half of the sample phase arrows were pointing to the right indicating movement
in-phase, but after about 300th observation their direction started to change
and by the end of the sample they were pointing more to the left, which means
that series moved in anti-phase (were negatively correlated).1

1
More examples of wavelet coherence applied to artificial time series can be found on
www.alivelearn.net
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(a) Crude oil

(b) Gasoline

(c) Natural gas

(d) Gold

(e) Industrials Index

Figure C.1: Frequency distribution
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Figure C.2: The estimated time varying variances of crude oil,
gasoline, natural gas, gold and Industrials Index from
GARCH(1,1)
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(a) Crude oil

(b) Gasoline

(c) Natural gas

Figure C.3: Wavelet transform of crude oil, gasoline and natural gas
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(d) Gold

(e) Industrials Index

Figure C.3: Wavelet transform of gold and Industrials Index

GARCH parameters
ω

α

DCC parameters
β

α+β

θ1

θ2

log-likelihood

Crude oil 0,000056 0,113760 0,886238 0,999998
Gasoline 0,000010 0,080995 0,909389 0,990383

0,056005

0,896731

34279,37641

Crude oil 0,000016 0,079353 0,896905 0,976258
Natural gas 0,000055 0,176355 0,821745 0,998100

0,005200

0,971361

18004,98524

Crude oil 0,000004 0,109349 0,890649 0,999998
Gold 0,000001 0,089665 0,908687 0,998351

0,010107

0,980576

36694,38748

Crude oil 0,000004 0,115169 0,884829 0,999998
CRB Index 0,000000 0,051095 0,946709 0,997804

0,008593

0,989888

32268,33521
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Table C.1: DCC-GARCH parameters estimates
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Appendix D
Additional Notes
D.1

Software

DCC-GARCH and Wavelet coherence estimation were performed in MatLab
R2011b. Wolfram Mathematica 8 was used for other calculation and graphical
representation of results. For simplicity of interface Gretl, JMulti and Microsoft
Excel were also helpful during data preparation and initial analysis.

D.2

Web resources

Following web resources were used in this thesis:
• www.opec.org

• www.oecd.org

• www.eia.org

• www.natgas.info

• www.gold.org
• www.crbtrader.com
• www.cmegroup.com
• www.naturalgas.org
• www.indexmundi.com

• www.wtrg.com
• www.wsj.com
• www.spatial-econometrics.com
• www.sharechat.co.nz

• www.imf.org

• www.gold-eagle.com

• www.eea.europa.eu

• www.alivelearn.net
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D.3

XI

Content of Enclosed DVD

There is a DVD enclosed to this thesis which contains empirical data and
MatLab and Mathematica source codes.
• Folder 1: Thesis
• Folder 2: Empirical data
• Folder 3: Source codes

